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Supplementary Figure 1.   Single unit recording of M/Ts in the mouse olfactory bulb.  (A).

Profile of activity across different depths and cell layers.  Many large amplitude spikes are

present in a narrow band at a depth of approximately 300µm, corresponding to the M/T layer.

(B).  Electrolytically lesioned recording site within the M/T layer on the dorsal surface of the

MOB (arrowheads).  Top, low magnification view of a Nissl-stained coronal section of the MOB

shows clear organization of cell layers.  Bottom, higher magnification view of lesion site.  GL,

glomerular layer; M/T, mitral/tufted cell layer; GC, granule cell layer.  (C).  Different M/Ts

(shown in i, ii, iii) have different degrees of coupling to respiration and phase relative to

inspiration.  Black, extracellular spikes; blue, respiration with downward deflections showing

inspiration.



Supplementary Figure 2.  Stimulus intensities and thresholds for classifying responses.  (A).

Each individual odorant was diluted in mineral oil in proportion to its vapor pressure at 20°C, to

yield a nominal headspace concentration of 10PPM for each compound.  This compensated for

gross differences in stimulus intensity across compounds with dramatically different vapor

pressures.  Histogram shows the distribution of liquid-phase dilutions across all compounds in

the panel.  Liquid-phase concentrations were 0.1% vol/vol or higher for >80% of odorants,

consistent with a wide range of previous studies, suggesting that specificity does not result from

weak stimulus intensities.  Many compounds had relatively high molecular weights and

correspondingly low vapor pressures, and were minimally diluted (right side of histogram).  (B).

Comparison of response threshold to both resting and evoked neuronal activity.  Each histogram

shows, for a representative neuron, the distribution of fluctuations in resting firing rate around

the mean for all 500ms time bins in the prestimulus period (green). Vertical lines show 5 Hz

response detection threshold.  Horizontal bars show firing rates evoked by the 3 most effective

odorant stimuli for comparison (red), which are commonly much larger than threshold.   (C).

While many neurons exhibited baseline activity that was too low for statistical comparison of

pre- and poststimulus firing, odor-evoked changes in firing rate for these cells were still robust

and were comparable to those of cells with higher levels of spontaneous firing, suggesting that

the same detection threshold is appropriate for these neurons as well.



 Supplementary Figure 3.  Effect of varying response detection threshold on apparent

selectivity.  (A).  In many neurons the rate of false positive detection in unstimulated time

periods was substantial compared to the rate of evoked responses, which was also low.

Reducing the contribution of false positives by considering only neurons where their rate was

<10% revealed enhanced selectivity.  (B,C).  Using more stringent detection thresholds of ≥

10Hz firing rate change in any time bin, or  ≥ 5Hz mean change during the 3s stimulus (still

small relative to commonly evoked firing rates; see Supplementary Fig. 2), also revealed an even

smaller population of distinctly activated cells.  (D).  Comparison of selectivity using various

detection criteria.



Supplementary Figure 4.  Odorant responses in a M/T recorded in a freely investigating animal.

Left, still digital video frame showing the recording arena lined with filter paper containing

odorants distributed at the locations indicated in gray, and the animal sniffing the site of the

odorant that produced activation of the recorded neuron, Kohinool® (IFF) (see Supplementary

Video 1 online).  Right, exploration path of the mouse within the arena over three separate

episodes of investigation of this odorant (14 sec shown for each episode), color coded to show

the firing rate of the neuron for different locations of the animal’s nose.  In each case, as the

animal sniffed this site, M/T firing rate exhibited a short burst of high-frequency firing,

illustrated below.  However, activation was inconsistent across different bouts of investigation,

presumably resulting from variability in both sniffing or sampling by the animal and in the

distance from its nose to the odor source. Again, strong M/T activation by a specific odorant is

consistent with our previous selectivity observations.  The investigation path appears to leave the

arena boundaries due to camera angle as the animal rears up against the wall to sniff.  Odorants

were Kohinool® (indicated), Maritima®, Cashmeran®, and several complex blends: vanilla

extract, sesame oil, peanut butter, Nutella, maple syrup, Angel for Men eau de toilette, patchouli,

ylang-ylang, frankincense, rosemary extract, soy sauce, and Angiostura’s Aromatic Bitters.



Supplementary Video 1.   M/T odorant response a in freely investigating mouse.  Digital video

was recorded under infrared illumination, as the animal explored various sites in an arena lined

with filter paper that had been treated with various odorants at at defined locations (listed in

Supplementary Fig. 2).  At approximately 3.8 sec, the animal sniffs the active odorant at the

location shown in Supplementary Fig. 2, and M/T activity demonstrates a short burst of high

frequency firing.


